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Supplementary Figure S1
In situ monitoring the DNA expression on four-leaf micro-electrode chip (F-MEC). A GFP (pEGFP-C3) plasmid which encoded green fluorescence protein was used to illustrate the electroporation-mediated gene expression on HEK-293 cells. We cultured cells on the surface of F-MEC, and then applied a voltage on F-MEC to generate a linearly varied electrical field in which all cells were exposed. By in situ observing all electroporated cells, we found some cells were dead because of the excessive electrical field strength (higher than 1.210 5 V/m), some cells remained alive but not GFP-expressed because the electrical field was insufficient (lower than 610 4 V/m), and the rest of cells were with both high viability and efficient GFP expression. Since the positions of all cells directly indicated the electrical field strength applied on cells, by determine the position of well-electroporated cells, we could easily obtain the corresponding optimal electrical field strength. 
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The results demonstrated that in the scenario of our chip-based study, solo Hoechst staining provided us a boundary of cell existence, and this very boundary also clearly differentiated cell survival and death, as:
1) The distribution of living cells Above figure simultaneously exhibits patterns of cell existences (blue), viable cells (green) and dead cells (red). In Hoechst staining (blue), an obvious boundary districting cell existence and detachment was located between 3×104 and 4×104 V/m contours. In the upper right area of the boundary, the overwhelming majority of attached cells are alive (green, Calcein AM staining). On the other side, scattered green spots existed in the lower left area of the boundary. However, many of these spots also exhibited PI staining (red), hinting the breakdown of cell membrane and the coming cell death. Overall, almost all living cells located in the upper right area of the boundary.
2) The distribution of dead cells
The overwhelming majority of scattered cell located in lower left area of the boundary were dead, while almost no dead cells in the upper right area of the boundary.
Overall, we believe that compared with staining both cell death and survival by two different dyes, which increases the complexities of experiment, imaging and image analysis, solely staining cell existences by only Hoechst is a better method which is easy, reliable and efficient. 2) If only a few thousands of bleomycin molecules were introduced into tumor cells, the cells were arrested in the G2-M phase. The cells then died in a very slow process which lasted for about three doubling times (3).
For the rest of images in this study, cells were overserved 48 hours after electrochemotherapy, in this period, both rapid pseudoapoptosis and slow cell apoptosis were completed. Above images reveals the MCF-7 cell responses 12 hours after electroporation-mediated electrochemotherapy.
According to the Hoechst staining image, there was no significant difference between dead and survival region since the lysis of tumor cells had not manifested at that time yet. Tumor cells which were killed within a few minutes were determined by PI staining. And cells in the intermediate stages of apoptosis, which meant in a slow dying process rather than being killed immediately by electrochemotherapy, were determined by Annexin V. The results revealed two different ways of tumor cell death due to bleomycin. 
